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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [1], the existence of Carath@odory solutions of the differential equation 
dv(u(t ) )  = ~(t, u(t)) 
with given initial or boundary conditions is proved under hypotheses which allow g to be dis- 
continuous in both its variables, and assuming that ~: R --* R is an increasing homeomorphism. 
These results and a fixed-point heorem of [2] are applied in this paper to prove in Section 2 
existence and comparison results for extremal solutions of the functional differential equation 
d~(u(t))  = g(t, u(t), u), a.e. in [to,t1], 
with a functional initial condition u(t) = Bo(u(to), u) + ho(t), t E [to - r ,  to]. The functions g 
and B0 are allowed to be discontinuous. 
In Section 3, we present extremality results for the implicit problem 
v(u(t)) = 9(t, u(t), u) + / t, u(t), u, ~(u( t ) )  - g(t, u(t), u) , 
u(t) = Bo (u (to), u) + Bl (t, u(t), u), 
a.e. in [to,t1], 
t e [to - r, t0]  
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All the functions g, f ,  B0, and B~ may depend discontinuously on the whole solution u defined 
on [to - r, t~], and thus, may be strongly interrelated. In the proofs, we reduce the problem to 
an operator equation Lu = Nu in suitable ordered function spaces, and then apply existence 
and comparison results proved for this operator equation in [3], and results of Section 2. Special 
cases, as well as theoretical and concrete xamples, are also presented. 
2. EXTREMAL ITY  RESULTS 
FOR EXPL IC IT  FUNCTIONAL PROBLEMS 
2.1. Hypotheses and Main Resu l ts  
Consider first the following problem: 
d~(u(t ) )  = g(t,u(t),u), for t e J = [to,t1], a.e. (2.1) 
u(t) = Bo (u(to),U) + ho(t), t E Jo = [to - r, to], 
where ~: ~ -* R, g: J x ~ × 9 ~ --* ]~ with 9 t- = C([to - r,Q]), r >_ O, Bo: R × ~- -~ R, and 
ho E C(Jo). In the following, we assume that 5 r is ordered pointwise. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A [unction u C jr is said to be ~ lower solution of (2.1) if ~ o uiJ belongs 
to AC(J) ,  and if 
~(u(t)) <_ q(t, u(t), u), /'or a.e. t ~ J, u(t) < Bo (u (to), u) + ho(t), t ~ Jo, 
and an upper solution of (2.1) if the reversed inequalities are s~tis/ied. / f  equalities hold, we say 
that u is ~ solution of (2.1). 
If the functions ~ and g satisfy the following hypotheses: 
(~0) ~ is an increasing homeomorphism, 
(gO) for each x E R and v E ~c, the function t H g(t,x,v) is measurable, and l imsupy~x_ 
g(t, y, v) <_ g(t, x, v) <_ lim infy_.x+ g(t, y, v), for a.e. t E J ,  
(gl) g(t, x, .) is increasing for a.e. t E o r and all x C R, 
(B0) Bo(X, v) is increasing in v for all x c R, and lim SUpy~x_ Bo (y, v) < Bo (x, v) _< lim infy-.x+ 
Bo(y, v) for all x E R and v C ~,  
(A) (2.1) has lower and upper solutions _u and ~ such that u < ~, and g is Ll-bounded in 
= {(t ,  x ,  v)  J × R × I u( t )  < • < < v < 
we prove that there exists the least and the greatest among those solutions of (2.1) which belong 
to the order interval [u,~] = {u E ~-I  u < u < ~}. Assuming also that B0 is bounded, and 
replacing (A) by condition 
(g2) Ig(t,x,v)l <_ p~(t)~(l~(x)I ) for all x • ll( and v e ~" and for a.e. t E J ,  where pl e LI+(J), 
~b: ]I(+ --~ (0, c~) is increasing and Jo  dz 
we prove that (2.1) has global extremal solutions, i.e., the least and the greatest of all its solutions, 
and that they are increasing with respect o g, B0 and h0. Finally, we show that the above results 
are valid for problem 
u'(t)=q(u(t))g(t,u(t) ,u),  a.e. in J, u(t) =Bo(u( to ) ,u )+ho( t ) ,  te  J0, 
where q: ~ ~ (0, ~) ,  if Condition (~0) is replaced by the following condition. 
(q0) q and 1/q belong to Llo~c(]R), and f :oo  d~ = ~=oc. 
Examples are given to illustrate the obtained results. 
REMARKS 2.1. The hypotheses given above allow the functions g, B0, and q to be discontinuous. 
g(., u(-), u) is not necessarily measurable for each u c C(J). 
Condition (~0) ensures only continuity of ~ o u when u E C(J). If ~ is locally absolutely 
continuous, then ~ locally Lebesgue integrable, and Condition (~0) holds if and only if ~' is a.e. 
positive-valued and f :oo ~' (x) dx = ±oo. 
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2.2. Preliminaries 
Our first result is an application of [1, Theorem 3.1], whose proof is based on [4, Theorem 3.1]. 
LEMMA 2.1. Assume that Conditions (~0), (gO), (gl), (BO), and (A) hold. Then for each 
v C [u, ~] problem 
d~(u( t ) )=g( t ,u ( t ) ,v ) ,  a.e. inJ ,  u ( t )=Bo(u( to ) ,v )+ho( t ) ,  tE Jo  (2.2) 
has extremal solutions in [u, ~], and they are increasing with respect to v E [u, ~]. 
PROOF. Let v E [u,~] be given, and consider the IVP 
d~(u( t ) )=g( t ,u ( t ) ,v ) ,  a.e. in J, u( to )=Bo(u( to ) ,v )+ho( to ) .  (2.3) 
Conditions (gl) and (A) imply that 
d ~qo(u(t)) <g( t ,u ( t ) ,v ) ,  a.e. in J ,  u ( t0)_KBo(u( t0) ,v )+h0(t0) ,  
and 
d~ in J, ~(t0) _> B0 (~ (t0) ,v) + h0 (to). (~(t)) >_ g (t, ~(t), v) , a.e .  
Thus, Ulj and ~lJ are lower and upper solutions of (2.3) and UIj ~ Zig. Conditions (~0), 
(g0), and (B0) imply that the hypotheses of [1, Theorem 3.1] hold when (t, x) ~-* g(t,x, v) and 
(x, u) ~-* x - Bo(x, v) - ho(to) stand for g and B. Thus, the IVP (2.3) has extremal solutions u_ 
and u+ in [Ulj,~lg ]. These solutions can be extended by u+(t) -- Bo(u+(to),v) + h0(t), t E J0, 
to extremal solutions of problem (2.2) in [u, ~]. 
Let 9 be another function from [u, ~], and assume that v _< 9. Denoting by ~_ the least solution 
of the IVP 
d~(u( t ) )  in J, u (to) = B0 (u (to), 9) + h0 (to) (2.4) (t, u(t), ~), g a.e. 
in [uij,~lj ], it follows from (gl) that ~_ is an upper solution of (2.3) in [Ulj,~lj ]. Since u_ is 
by [1, Theorem 3.1] the least of all such upper solutions of (2.3), then u_(t) < ~_(t) on d. 
It can be shown similarly that u+(t) < ~+(t) on J, where ~+ denotes the greatest solution of 
the IVP (2.4). Defining ~+(t) = B0(~+(to), ~) + h0(t), t E J0, the functions ~± are extended to 
extremal solutions of problem 
d~(u( t ) )=g( t ,u ( t ) ,9 ) ,  a.e. in J ,  u(t) Bo(u(to) ,~)+ho(t) ,  tE Jo .  
Moreover, u_(t) <_ ~_(t) and u+(t) <_ g+(t) on [to - r, tl]. This proves the second assertion. | 
In the proof of our first existence and comparison theorem, we use also the following result. 
LEMMA 2.2. Given a closed interval I of R and an order interval [u, ~] of C(I), assume that 
G: [u, ~] --* [u, ~] is increasing, and that monotone sequences of G[u, ~] converge uniformly on I. 
Then G has the least fixed point u. and the greatest fixed point u*. Moreover, 
u. = min{u E [u,E] [Gu < u}, u* = max{w E [u,~] l u < Gu}. (2.5) 
PROOF. Since uniform convergence of a sequence of C(I) on I is equivalent to its convergence 
in the sup-metric of C(I), the assertions follow from [2, Theorem 1.2.2]. | 
The next lemma makes Condition (g2) useful in proving global existence results. 
LEMMA 2.3. (See [2, Lemma 1.5.3].) Given J = [to, tl] and an increasing function ~: ~+ --* 
(0, cx~) for which Jo  ax = oo, then for all p E LI+(J) and wo E R+ the IVP 
= p( t )  for  a.e. t e J ,  (to) = 
has a unique solution w E AC( J). Moreover, if v E AC( J) satisfies the inequality 
f2 v(t) < wo + p(s) ¢(v(s)) ds, t E J, 
then v(t) < w(t) for all t E J. 
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2.3. Existence and Comparison Results 
We shall first prove the existence of extremal solutions of (2.1) between its lower and upper 
solutions. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that Conditions (~0), (gO), (gl), (BO), and (A) hold. Then problem (2.1) 
has the least solution u, and the greatest solution u* in [u, ~]. Moreover, 
u,(t)  : min {u+(t) i u + is an upper solution of(2.1) in [_u,~]}, 
(2.6) 
u* (t) = max {u_ (t) I u_ is a lower solution of (2.1) in [u_, ~] }. 
PROOF. The results of Lemma 2.1 imply that relation 
u = Gv is the least solution of (2.2) in [_u,~], v E [u,~], (2.7) 
defines an increasing mapping G: [u_, ~] --* [u, ~]. 
existence of such a function M E L 1 (J) that 
[g(t,u(t),v)] < M(t) ,  
If u, v E [u,g], Condition (A) implies an 
for a.e. t E J. 
In view of this inequality, the definition (2.7) of G, and (2.2), we see that if u E G[u,g], then 
i M(t) dt t~ (u (t3)) -~  (u (t2))] _< , t2,t3 E J, (2.8) 
lu ( t3 ) -u ( t2 ) [  = Ih0 (t3) - h0 (t2)l, t2,t3 E Jo. 
These relations and (~0) imply that G[_u,~] is an equicontinuous subset of 5 v = C[to - r ,  tl]. 
Thus, monotone sequences of G[u, ~] converge uniformly on [to - r, tl], so that the mapping G, 
defined by (2.7), satisfies the hypotheses ofLemma 2.2 when I = [ to-r ,  tx]. Thus, G has the least 
fixed point u.. The definition (2.7) of G implies that u. is a solution of problem (2.1) in [_u,~]. 
If u is any solution of (2.1) in [u,~], then u is a solution of (2.2) when v = u. Since Gu is the 
least solution of (2.2) in [_u, ~] when v = u, then Gu < u. This inequality and the first relation 
of (2.5) imply that u. < u. This proves that u. is the least solution of (2.1) in [u,~]. The proof 
that problem (2.1) has the greatest solution in [u,~] is similar. 
To prove (2.6), let u+ be an upper solution of (2.1) in [_u,~]. Replacing ~ by u+ in the above 
proof, it follows that problem (2.1) has a solution u E [_U_U, u+] C_ [u,~]. But u, is the least of all 
the solutions of (2.1) in [u_,Z], so that u. < u < u+. Similarly, it can be shown that if u_ is a 
lower solution of (2.1) in [_u,~], then u_ < u*. Noticing also that u. is an upper solution and 
u* a lower solution of (2.1), we obtain (2.6). I 
According to Theorem 1.1.1 of [2], the least fixed point of G: [u, fi] -* [u, fi] which satisfies the 
hypotheses of Lemma 2.2 is u. = max C = sup C[C], where C C [u, ~] is well-ordered and has 
property 
u=nf inC ,  and i fu<uE [u,~], thenuECi f fu=sup{Gv]vEC,  v<u}.  
It can be shown that the first elements of C are of the form un+l = Gu,~, n E N, u0 = u. In 
particular, if G is defined by (2.7), u~+l = Gun is the least solution of problem 
d~(u( t ) )  = g(t,u(t),  un), a.e. in J, u(t) = Bo (u (to), u~) + ho(t), t E Jo (2.9) 
in [u,~]. If there is n E N such that Un+l = Un, then u. = un is the least solution of problem (2.1) 
in [u, ~]. lim~-~oo Un is the next possible candidate for u.. Dual results hold for the greatest 
solution if we choose u0 -- ~ and Un+l to be the greatest solution of problem (2.9) in [u, ~]. 
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EXAMPLE 2.1. Consider the problem 
u'(t) = [1 - t + u(1 - 2t) + u(t)] 
1 + I[1 - t + u(1 - 2t) + u(t)] l '  
u(t)  = - t ,  
a.e. in J = [0, 1], 
t e Jo= [-1,0], 
(2.1o) 
[1 - t + u(1 - 2t) +x]  
g( t ,x ,u )= l+ l [ l _ t+u( l _2t )+x] l ,  te J ,  
~(x)  = z, Bo(x,  u) = O, x c •, u c ~,  
xER,  u E 9r = C[-1, 1], 
ho( t )=- t ,  t e [-1,01 . 
It is elementary to show that the 
f - t ,  t e [ -1 ,0] ,  
t, te[0,1] ,  
hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 hold when 
and u_(t) = - t ,  t E [-1, 1]. 
Obviously, every solution of (2.10) belongs to the order interval [u, ~]. Thus, problem (2.10) has 
the least solution u. and the greatest solution u*. Calculating the successive approximations un 
by (2.9) with u0 = ~, we see that ul(t) = t/2, t E J, and that 
un(t)= t 1 (6  l ( t -an) )  X[a"'l](t)' tE[0,1],  -~X[o,(1/3)l(t) -F -~X[(1/3),a,~l(t) -}- -I- -~ 
where Xu denotes the characteristic function of U, and an T 5/6 as n ~ oo. The limit function 
t 1 ( t  3 )  
u(t) = ~X[o,(1/3)](t) + -~Xi(1/3),(5/6)](t) + - Xi(5/6),l](t), t E [0, 1] 
satisfies the differential equation (2.10), whence the greatest solution of (2.10) is 
u*(t) = -tz[_l,0](t ) + ~Z[o,(1/3)l(t) + -~Xt(1/3),(5/6)l(t) + - zt(5/6),,l(t), t E [-1, 1]. 
The successive approximations un with u0 = _U_U are equal to zero-function when n >_ 2. Thus, the 
least solution of (2.10) is 
u.(t) = -tZ[_l,ol(t) + 0X[0,1] (t), t E [-1, 1]. 
Elementary calculations imply that the functions 
o (; 
Ua(t) = -tx[-1,ol(t) + -~X[o,a](t) + -~X[a,l-(a/2)](t) -I- -~- ~ t - 1 -t- X[ l_ (a /2) , l ] ( t ) ,  
where a E [0, (1/3)] form the solution set of (2.10). Thus the solutions of (2.10) form a continuum, 
and each point (a, (a/2)), 0 < a < 1/3, is a bifurcation point of the solutions of (2.10). 
As an application of Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 2.1, we prove the following result. 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume that the functions ~: R --* N, g: J × R × ~ -~ R, and Bo: R --~ lt~ satisfy 
Conditions (qoO), (gO), (gl), (g2), and (BO), and that Bo is bounded. Then problem (2.1) has the 
/east solution u, and the greatest solution u*. Moreover, 
u,(t) = min{u+(t) l u + is an upper solution of (2.1)}, 
(2.11) 
u*(t) = max{u_(t) ]u_ is a lower solution of (2.1)}. 
where Ix] denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to x. Problem (2.10) is of the form (2.1) 
with 
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PROOF. Assume first that  u E $- is a solution of (2.1). Applying (2.1) and Condition (g2), we 
obtain 
d#(u(t))  = [g(t, u(t), u)l _< pl(t)¢(l~(u(t))l), a.e. in J. 
Denoting bo = sup{IBo(x,u)[ + ]ho(t)llt E Jo, x E A, u E $-}, and choosing wo E II{ so that  
-w0 _< ~ ( -b0) ,  p (b0) _< w0, 
we see that  
f I~(u(t))l _< I~ (u (to))l + p~(s)¢(l~(u(s))l) ds <_ wo + p,(s)¢(l~(u(s))l) ds, 
for a l l tE  J .  
the IVP 
This implies by Lemma 2.3 that  I~(u(t))l <_ w(t) on J, where w is the solution of 
wl(t) = pl(t)¢(w(t)), a.e. in J, w (to) = wo. (2.12) 
Defining 
r ( -wo) ,  t Jo, r ~--1 (W0) ' t E Jo, 
u(t) = ~ ~)-1 (--w(t)), t E J, ~(t) = i V)-l(w(t)), t E J, 
(2.13) 
the above considerations, choice of w0 and Condition (~0) imply that  u E [_U_u, ~]. Next we shall 
show that  u and ~ are lower and upper solutions of (2.1). Since w, as a solution of (2.12), belongs 
to AC(J), it follows from (2.13) that  ~ o U_l J = -w  and ~ O~lj = w belong to AC(J). Thus, _u F 
and uIJ  belong to C(J) by Condition (~0). Applying (g2), (2.12) and (2.13), we obtain 
and 
d 
~)  (u(t)) = -w'(t) = -Pl (t)tb(w(t)) = -pl(t)~b (f~ (u-(t))I) -< g (t, u(t), u) 
d~ (~(t)) = w'(t) = pl(t)~b(w(t)) = pl(t)~b (1~ (~(t))l) >_ g (t,~(t),~), 
for a.e. t E J .  The choice of w0, b0, and monotonicity of ~-1 imply that  
_u(t) = ~)-1 (-Wo) _< -bo _< Bo (u ( to) ,u)  + ho(t), t E Jo, 
and 
Bo(~(to) ,~)+ho(t)<_bo<_~-t(wo)=~(t) ,  tE Jo .  
The inequalities derived above imply that  _u and ~ are lower and upper solutions of (2.1). More- 
over, applying (g2), (2.12), and (2.13), we see that  
]g(t,x,u)] <_ pt(t)tb(i~(x)]) < pl(t)tb(w(t)) = w'(t), 
for a.e. t E J ,  and for all x E [u(t),~(t)] and u E [u,~], whence Condition (A) holds. 
The above proof shows that  the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied, so that  problem (2.1) 
has extremal solutions u. and u* in [u,~]. Because all the solutions of (2.1) belong to [u,~], 
then u. and u* are the extremal solutions of (2.1). To prove (2.11), let u+ be an upper solution 
of (2.1). Choose b0 in the above proof so that  -b0 _< u+(t),  t E [to - r ,  tl]. Then -w _< ~ o u+, 
whence u < u+, so that  problem (2.1) has by Theorem 2.1, a solution u E [u,u+]. But u.  is the 
least of all the solutions of (2.1), whence u, < u+. Similarly, it can be shown that  if u_ is a lower 
solution of (2.1), then u_ < u*. Since u. is an upper solution and u* a lower solution of (2.1), 
we obtain (2.11). I 
The following result is a consequence of Theorem 2.2. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. If the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 hold, then problem 
for a.e. t E J, 
(2.14) 
u(t) = Bo (u (to) 1 u) + ho(t), t E Jo 
has for all hi E L1(J) and ha E C( J o extremal solutions and they are increasing with respect ) 
to g, Bo, hi, and ho. 
PROOF. Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 hold for the functions g, 4, Bo, and Bo, 
that 1x1, f~i E L1(J) and ho, ia E C(Jo), and that 
g(t, x, u) I .G(4 Xl u), for all (~,x,u) E Jo x R x 3, 
BO(T u) 5 Bob, u), for all (2, U) E R x F, 
hi(t) I h(t), for a.e. t E J, and 
ho(t) I A,@), for all t E Jo. 
The functions (t, 2, u) ++ g(t, 5, u) + hl (t) and (t, 2, u) H i(t,x, u) + i,(t) satisfy Conditions (go) 
and (gl), and also Condition (g2) when pi and II, are replaced by t H p1 (t) + Ihl (t) I+ IhI (t) 1 and 
z H G(z) + 1, respectively. Denoting by ti the least solution of problem 
$w)) = fi(t, u(t), u) + h(t), 
^ 
for a.e. t E J, 
u(t) = Bo (u (to) , u) + ho(t), t E Jo, 
then 6 is an upper solution of (2.14). This and (2.11) imply that u* < C. Similarly, it can be 
shown that if 6 is the greatest solution of (2.14), then U* 5 6, which concludes the proof. I 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Choose J = [O,l], Jo = [-l,O], and 3 = C([-1, l]), and define a function 
9: JxRxF+E%by 
91(&x - m/n) + g2 (2 + maxt+l,ll u(t) - m/n) 
2lmlfn 7 
(2.15) 
7n=-cc n=l 
where 
1 
cos - - 2, 
x-t 
x < t, 
xcr(t), u c J, 5 = 6 
co& +2, x > t, 
It is easy to see that g satisfies Conditions (go), (gl), and (g2). 
The function Bo : IR x 3 + R, defined by 
BO(z, U) = 2 2 gl($n$j’z) + arctan ([s: u(t) dt]) , z E IPA, u E 3, (2.16) 
m=-cc n=l 
is bounded and satisfies Condition (BO). The function ‘p: lK --+ R, defined by q(x) = ]x]P-~z, 
5 E R, satisfies Condition (90) for each p > 1. 
Thus, problem (2.14) has with these functions g, Bo, and cp, and for all hi E L1(J) and 
ha E C( Jo) extremal solutions and they are increasing with respect to hr and ho. 
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2.4. A Special Case 
In this section, we consider the following problem: 
u'(t) = q(u(t))g(t, u(t), u), a.e. in J, u(t) = Bo (u (to), u) + ho(t), t e Jo. (2.17) 
It follows from the proof of [1, Lemma 2.4] that if q: ll~ ~ (0, oc) has property 
(q0) q and 1/q belong to Llo°~c(R), and f :o¢ dz q-~ = ±oc, 
then problem (2.17) has the same solutions, lower solutions and upper solutions as problem 
= g( t ,  
u(t) = Bo (u (to), u) + ho(t), 
a.e. in J, 
(2.1) 
tE Jo ,  
where ~: II~ -~ R is defined by 
JC dz = q-(;), x c (2.1s) 
has property (~0) by [1, Lemma 2.3], whence we get the following result. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. The results of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 hold for problem (2.17), and the results 
of Proposition 2.1 hold for problem 
u'(t) = q(u(t))(g(t, u(t), u) + hi(t)), 
u(t) = Bo (u (to), u) + ho(t), 
a.e. in J, 
(2.19) 
tE  Jo, 
when (~pO) is replaced by Condition (qO). 
REMARK 2.2. We can replace ~b([~(x)[) by ¢([x[) in Condition (g2) if ~ is Lipschitz-continuous. 
For if [~(x) - ~(y)[ < K[x - y[, x, y E R, for some K > 0, then [qo(x)] < K[x[ + [~(0)[, x E R, 
and the function z H ¢(Kz  + [~v(0)[) has the properties given for !b in Condition (g2). The 
function ~, defined by (2.18), is Lipschitz-continuous if 1/q is essentially bounded. 
3. EXTREMAL ITY  RESULTS 
FOR IMPL IC IT  FUNCTIONAL PROBLEMS 
In this section, we consider first an implicit problem of the form 
d • ( u ( t ) )  = g(t, u(t), u) + f(t,  u t), u, ~tt ~(u(t)) - g(t, u(t), u)), d 
u(t) = Bo (u (to), u) + Bl(t, u(t), u), 
a.e. in J, 
(3.1) 
t E Jo, 
where ~: R--* R, g: J×R×~-*R ,  f :  J×Rx:F×R- -~R,  Bo :RX~- -*R ,  andBI :  J oxRx  
~- -* ll~, with J = [to, t i ] ,  Jo  - -  [to - r, to ] ,  and ~ = C[to - r, ti]. Results derived for the explicit 
problem 
d~(u(t ) )  = g(t, u(t), u) + hi(t), 
u(t) = Bo (u (to), u) + ho(t), 
in Section 2 will be used in the sequel. 
for a.e. t E J, 
(3.2) 
t E Jo, 
Assuming that 9 r is equipped with pointwise ordering, we are going to prove that problem (3.1) 
has extremal solutions if ~ and g have Properties (~0), (gO), (gl), and (g2) given in Section 2.1, 
and if f ,  B0, and B1 satisfy the following hypotheses. 
(f0) The function t H f(t ,u(t) ,u,v(t))  is measurable when u E ~ and v E LI(J),  and 
f(t,  x, u, y) is increasing in x, u, and y for a.e. t E J. 
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(fl) 
(B0) 
(m) 
(S01) 
I f ( t ,x,u,y) l  <_ p2(t)¢(l~(x)l) ÷),(t)lyl for a.e. t E J and all x, y E R and u • jr, where 
A: J ~ [0, 1), p2/(1 - A) E LI+(J), and ~ is as in Condition (g2). 
B0 (x, v) is increasing in v for all x E R, and lira supy_~ x_ B0 (y, v) < B0 (x, v) _< lim infy-~z+ 
Bo(y,v) for all x E R and v E ~. 
B1 (t, x, u) is increasing in x and in u for each t E Jo, and the set {BI(., Ula o (.), u) I u E jr} 
is an equicontinuous subset of C(Jo). 
B0 is bounded and IBl(t, x, u)l < clx I + d for all t E J0, x E R and u E jr, where c E [0, 1) 
and d • R+. 
3.1. Pre l iminar ies  
In this section, we reduce problem (3.1) to an operator equation of the form Lu = Nu, and 
show that the hypotheses of [3, Theorem 2.1] are satisfied, by assuming that Conditions (~0), 
(gO), (gl), (g2), (f0), (fl), (B0), (B1), and (BOX) hold. Denote 
X = LI( J)  × C( Jo) ,  
Y = {u E .7: I ~ o uij E AC(J)  and g(., u(.), u) is measurable}, (3.3) 
and assume that X is ordered and metriced as follows: 
(hi,h2) < (kl,k2), iff hi(t) < kl(t) a.e. in J and h2(t) < k2(t) on J0, 
d ((hi, h2), (kl, k2)) = ~j Ihl(t) - kl(t)l dt + sup {Ih2(t) - k2(t)l ] t E J0}- (3.4) 
When u E Y, define (~ o u)'(t) := 0 at those points t E J where ~ o u is not differentiable. 
LEMMA 3.1. Denoting for each u E Y, 
Llu(t) = (~ou) ' ( t )  -g ( t ,u ( t ) ,u ) ,  NlU(t) = f (t,u(t),u, L lu(t)) ,  t E J, 
(3.5) 
L2u(t )  = u(t)  - Bo (u( to)  ,u), N2u(t )  = B l ( t ,u ( t ) ,u ) ,  t E J0, 
we obtain mappings L = (L1, L2) and N = (N1, N2) from Y to X.  Moreover, u E Y is a solution 
of problem (3.1) if and only if Lu = Nu. 
PROOF. The assertions are direct consequences of (3.1) and (3.5) and the given hypotheses. It 
In the next lemma, we define a subset V of Y which contains all the possible solutions of (3.1) 
in Y. 
LEMMA 3.2. Choose bo, Wo E • such that 
[Bo(x,u)[<bo, xEN,  uE j r ,  and ~- l ( -Wo)< ±2b°+d<~- l (wo) .  (3.6) 
- - 1 - c  - 
Let z E Y be the solution of the IVP 
z ' ( t )=  pl ( t )+ l _A( t ) )¢ (z ( t ) ) ,  a.e. ing, z( t0)=w0,  (3.7) 
and denote 
V = {u E Y [ h_ < Lu < h+} where h+ = (±p2(.)¢(z(.))  ±bo + d~ (3.8) 
- - ' \ l -A ( - )  ' 1 -c  J" 
I[ u E Y is a solution o[ problem (3.1), then u E V. 
PROOF. Conditions (fl) and (g2) imply by Lemma 2.3 that the IVP (3.7) has a unique solution 
z E AC(J ) .  Assume that u E Y is a solution of (3.1). Applying Condition (fl), we get for a.e. 
rE J, 
I(~o o u)'(t) - g(t, u(t), u)l = If(t, u(t), u, (~ o u)'(t) - g(t, u(t), u) ) I 
<_ p2(t)¢(@(u(t))l) + A(t) I(~ o u)'(t) - g(t, u(t), u)l, 
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so that 
[ (~ou) ' ( t ) -g ( t ,u ( t ) ,u ) l<  P2(~---O( - 1 -  t) ¢(l~(u(t))l)' 
This inequality and Condition (g2) imply that 
for a.e. t 6 J. (3.9) 
I(~ ° u)'(t)l _< I(~ o u)'(t) - g(t, u(t), u)[ + Ig(t, u(t), u)l) 
p2(t)¢([~(u(t))[) ( p2(t) "~ 
<- 1 - A(t) + pl(t)¢(l~(u(t))]) = \p l ( t )  + 1 ----~(t) ] ¢(]~(u(t))l)' 
for a.e. t E J. In view of (3.6) and Condition (B01), we see that for each t e J0, 
lu(t)l _< IBo (u (to) , u)l + IBl (t, u(t), u)l <_ bo + clu(t)l + d, 
bo + d 
i.e. lu(t)l < < ~-~ (w0).  
1- -c  
Thus, 
I~(u(t))l _< I~(u(to)) I + I@ o u)'(s)l ds 
_< w0 + pl(s) + 1 --A-Cs) ¢(l~(u(s))l)ds, t E J. 
Noticing that z is a solution of the IVP (3.7), this impiies by Lemma 2.3 that ka(u(t))] < z(t) 
on J. In view of this property, (3.9) and the monotonicity of 4, we obtain 
IL~u(t)l = I(~ o u)'(t) - g(t, u(t), u)l 
p2(t)¢(z(t)) 
1 - A(t) 
for a.e. t E J. 
Condition (B01) and the initial condition of (3.1) imply that 
IL2u(t)] = lu(t) - Bo (u (to), u)l = IBl(t, u(t), u)l < clu(t)] + d < c~,+__dh, + d < d+__bo 
- - 1 - c  - 1-c  
These inequalities how by (3.8) that h_ < Lu <_ h+, whence u E V. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let V be given by (3.8). If u E V, then h_ < Nu < h+. 
PROOF. It follows from (3.5) and (3.8) that if u E V, then 
IL~u(t)l = I@ o u)'(t) - g(t, u(t), u) l __ - -  
p2(t) 
i - )~(t) 
~(z(t)), for a.e. t E J. (3.10) 
This and Condition (g2) imply that 
I(~ o u)'(t) l  G I(w o u)'(t) - g(t, u(t), u)l + Ig(t, u(t), u)t 
< p2(t)~b(z(t)) +pl(t)¢(J~(u(t))l),  for a.e. t e J. 
- 1 - A(t) 
Since IL2(u(t))l <_ (bo + d)/(1 - c) by (3.8), it follows from (3.6) that 
lu(t)l ~< IL2u(t)l-4-]Bo (u (to) ,  u)t ~ 
b0 + d  
+ bo _< ~-l(w0), t E Jo. (3.11) 
1- -c  
Denoting v(t) = I~(u(t))l, t E J,  then v(to) = I~(u(t0)l < Wo. The above inequalities imply that 
v'(t) <_ p2(t)¢(z(t)) +pl(t)~b(v(t)), for a.e. t E J, v(to) <_ wo. (3.12) 
1 - A(t) 
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Denoting y = max{v, z}, it follows from (3.7) and (3.12) by the monotonicity of ~b that 
( 
+pi ( t ) )  ~b(y(t)), for a.e. t e J, y(to) = Wo. u'(t) < \1  - 
In view of this, (3.7) and Lemma 2.3, we see that y(t) < z(t) on J. Thus, v(t) < z(t), so that 
[~(u(t)) I < z(t), t e J. 
Applying this result, (3.5), (3.10), and Condition (fl), we get 
]Nlu(t)] = [f(t, u(t), u, Llu(t) )] <_ p2(t)C({~(u(t) ){ + A(t) [LlU(t)l 
A(t)p2(t)~(z(t) p2(t)¢(z(t) 
<_ p2(t)C(z(t) ) + = 
1 - A(t) 1 - A(t) 
It follows from inequality (3.11) and Condition (B01) that for each t E Jo, 
bo + d bo + d 
+ cbo + d < ~ .  IN2u(t)l = [Bl(t, u(t), u)[ <_ c[u(t){ + d < c 1 - c - 1 - c 
The above inequalities and (3.8) imply that h_ ~ Nu < h_. | 
LEMMA 3.4. If L, N, and V are defined by (3.5) and (3.8), then the following properties hold. 
(a) If u, v E V, u <_ v, and Lu < Lv, then Nu <_ Nv. 
(b) Monotone sequences of N[V] converge in the metric defined by (3.4). 
PROOF. 
(a) Let u, v E V satisfy u _< v and Lu < Lv. It follows from (3.6) and from Conditions (f0) 
and (B1) that 
Nlu(t) = f (t, u(t), u, i lu ( t ) )  < f (t, v(t), v, i l v ( t ) )  = Nay(t), 
for a.e. t E J,  and 
N2u(t) = Bl(t ,u(t) ,u)  <_ Bl( t ,v(t) ,v)  = N2v(t), t E Jo. 
These inequalities imply that Nu <_ Nv. 
(b) Assume that (Nun)~_0 is a monotone sequence in N[V]. In view of Lemma a.3, we have 
-h  < Nun << h for each n E N, so that the sequence (Nlu,~) is monotone and 
p2(t)O(z(t)) 
INlUn(t)l < for a.e. t E J. 
- 1 - A ( t )  ' 
Then there is by monotone convergence theorem a function hi E LI( J )  such that 
~j [NlUn(t) - hl(t)[ dt --+ O, as  n 00.  
Since ]N2un(t)[ = IBl(t, un(t), u)l <_ (bo + d)/(1 - c), and since (N2un) is monotone, and 
also equicontinuous sequence in C(Jo) by Condition (B1), there exists h2 E C(Jo) such 
that 
max{N2un(t) - h2(t)[ -~ 0, as n --* co. 
Jo 
The two limes relations and (3.4) imply that 
d (Nun - (hi, h2)) --~ O, as n --+ co. 
Since (hi, h2) E X (L I ( j )  x C(J0), <,d), this proves Conclusion (b). | 
The following result is a consequence of [3, Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 2.1]. 
LEMMA 3.5. Given an ordered metric space X,  a partially ordered set V, mappings L: V ~ X,  
and N: V --~ X,  and elements h=~ of X,  h_ < h+, assume that the following conditions hold. 
(I) I fu,  vEV,  u<v,  andLu<_Lv ,  thenh_  <_ Nu <_ Nv <_ h+. 
(II) Equation Lu = h has for each h e [h_, h+] extremal solutions, and they are increasing 
with respect o h. 
(III) Monotone sequences of N[V] converge in X. 
Then equation Lu = Nu has extremal solutions, and they are increasing with respect o N. 
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3.2. The Main Ex istence and Compar ison Results  
As a consequence of the above results, we now prove our main existence and comparison result. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that the Hypotheses (~), (fO), (fl), (gO), (gl), (g2), (BO), (B1), and (1301) 
are satisfied. Then problem (3.1) has extremal solutions u, and u* in the sense that if u E Y is 
any solution of (3.1), then u,(t) < u(t) <_ u*(t) for all t E J. Moreover, u, and u* are increasing 
with respect o f and B1. 
PROOF. Let the operators L and N, the subset V of Y, and the elements h+ of X be defined 
by (3.5) and (3.8), respectively. It follows from Lemma 3.3, Proposition 2.1, and Lemma 3.4 
that Hypotheses (I)-(III) of Lemma 3.5 are satisfied. Thus, equation Lu = Nu has extremal 
solutions u, and u* in the set V, and they are increasing with respect to N. This result, 
Lemma 3.1, Lemma 3.2, and the definition (3.5) of N imply that u, and u* are extremal solutions 
of problem (3.1), and they are increasing with respect o f and B1. | 
REMARKS 3.1. It follows from [5, Proposition 3.1] that the extremal solutions of equation 
Lu = Nu can sometimes be obtained by the following method of successive approximations. 
Denote by u0 the greatest solution of Lu = h+, i.e., the greatest solution of problem (3.2) with 
(hi,h0) = h+ defined by (3.8), and define a sequence (Un)n~=o recursively by choosing u~+l, 
n E N, as the greatest solution of Lu = Nun, i.e., the greatest solution of problem 
d d 
~(u(t)) = g(t, u(t), u) + f(t,  u,~(t), un, -~  (u~(t)) - g (t, u,,(t), u~)), 
u(t) = B0 (u (to), ~) + B1 (t, u,,(t), u, , ) ,  
for a.e. t E J, (3.13) 
tE  Jo. 
The hypotheses ofTheorem 3.1 ensure that Conditions (I) and (II) hold, whence the sequence (un) 
is decreasing. If Un+i = Un for some n E N, it is easy to show that un is the greatest solution 
of equation Lu = Nu, and hence, the greatest solution of problem (3.1). The next possible 
candidate for the greatest solution is lim,~oo un. This is the case, e.g., if, in addition to the 
hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, we assume right continuity of f in its last three variables, g in its 
last two variables, B1 in its last two variables, and the right continuity of B0. 
If u0 is the least solution of (3.2) with (hi, ho) = h_, and Un+i, n E N, is the least solution 
of (3.13), then the above remarks hold for the least solution of (3.1) when right continuity is 
replaced by left continuity. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Choose J = [0, 1], J0 = [-1,0], and ~ = C[-1,  1], and consider the problem 
[u( t -1 ) - t ]  
u'(t) = H(u(t - i) - 2t) + 
1 + I[u(t- 1) - t]l 
[u'(t) - H(u(t - I) - 2t)] 
+ 1 + I[u'(t) - H(u(t - 1) - 2t)] I ' a.e. in J, 
r . l  1 
2[u(0)] 
u(t) - i + Ib(0)]l 1 + [ f i  1 u(s) ds] t E 
(3.14) 
where H is the Heaviside function 
~" 1, ifx>_O, 
H(x) l O, if x < O, 
and [x] denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to x. Problem (3.14) is of the form (3.1) 
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with 
g(t, x, u) = H(u(t - 1) - 2t), 
f ( t ,x ,u,y)  = [u(t- 1) - t] + _ _  
1 + I [u( t -  1) - t]l 
2[x] 
B0(x ,u )  -- 1 + I[x]l' 
Bl(t,x,u) :-[fllu(S)ds] 
[yl 
1 + I[y]l' 
tE J, xER,  uE~' ,  
t E J, u E.F, x, y E N, 
x E R, u E .~, (3.15) 
tEJo,  xER,  uE~.  
It is easy to see that the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 hold. Thus, problem (3.14) has extremal 
solutions. Because H and x ~-~ Ix] are right-continuous, it follows from Remarks 3.1 that the 
greatest solution u* of (3.14) is obtained as a limit of successive approximations. 
By choosing ho(t) - 3 and hi(t) -= 2 in (3.2), and calculating the successive approximations Un 
by (3.13), we see that u4 = u3, whence u* = u3. The choices ho(t) - -3  and hi(t) =- -2  in (3.2) 
imply that u5 = u4, whence u. = u4. Denoting by )Cw the characteristic function of W C R, we 
get the following representations for u* and u.: 
(3 t )  ( ~ )  159 . .  
u *(t) = 1 - - -  Xl_l,Ol(t) -I- (1 + 2t)X[o,(a/7)](t) + + t Xl(a/7),(7/~t)l(t) + -~X[(7/ll),ll(t), 
u.(t) = ( -4  + 4t)  XI-l,ol(t) - ( 4 + ~2 t) X[O,ll(t). 
Noticing that the possible values of u(0) are 1 ,0 , -1  and - (4/3) ,  similar methods can be used to 
obtain the following solutions of (3.14): 
137 , . 
uo(t) = (1 -~)X[ - l ,O l ( t )+ (1 +.~)X[o,(2/5) l ( t )+ (7+ 2)X[(2/5),(5/s)](t)+ -~X[(5/s),l](t), 
1 
U 1 ( t )  = ~tX[_ l ,O]  ( t )  - tX[o,1] (t), 
1 7 
u2 ( t )  = ( t )  - 
u3(t)= ( - l  + 5t)  x[-l,ol(t)- ( l  +11~t) X[o,,l(t) • 
Moreover, denoting 
A1 = {(t,x) lt E [0, 1], u0(t) < x < u*(t)}, 
A2 = {(t,x) lt ~ [0, 1], u2(t) < x < Ul(t)}, 
it is easy to show that the points A1 and A2 are doubling bifurcation points for solutions of (3.14). 
Thus, between u0 and u*, and between u2 and Ul, there is a continuum of chaotically behaving 
solutions of problem (3.14). 
The hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 can be relaxed as follows. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The results of Theorem 3.1 hold if Conditions (fO) and (t31) are replaced by 
the following conditions. 
(f2) The [unction t ,-~ f(t,u(t),u,v(t)) is measurable for all u E :7: and v E LI(J), and there 
is a [unction a E L~(J )  such that f (t ,x,u,y)  + a(t)y is increasing in x, u, and y for a.e. 
tE J .  
(B2) Bl(t,x,u) + 13x is increasing in x and u for some 3 _> 0. 
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PROOF. It is easy to see that problems (3.1) and 
u(t) = [~o (u( to) ,u)  + [?l(t ,u(t),u),  t E Jo, 
where f :  J x I1~ x .7" x R ~ R,/)0 : R x 5" ~ R, and/)1 : J0 x 1R x C ~ R are defined by 
f ( t ,  x, u, y) = f(t ,  x, u, y) + a(t)y l + ct(t) , t E J, x, y E R, u E i7 z, 
[~o(X,U) - Bo(x,u) [h(t ,x ,u)  = B,( t ,x ,u)  + 3x (3.17) 
1+/3 ' 1+13 , rE  J0, xER,  uE5  c 
have the same solutions. Moreover, the functions f ,  /)0, and /)1 satisfy the Hypotheses (f0), 
(fl), (B0), (B1), and (B01) with A replaced by (A + ct)/(1 + a) and c by (c + fl)/(1 +/3). Thus, 
problem (3.16), with ] and/)0 and/)1 defined by (3.17), has by Theorem 3.1 extremal solutions u. 
and u*, and they are increasing with respect o f and/)1. In view of (3.17), u. and u* are then 
extremal solutions of (3.1), and they are increasing with respect o f and B1. | 
3.3. Special  Cases 
Assume that q: R ~ (0, oc) has property 
(q0) q and 1/q belong to L,oC~c(R), and f :~  dz +oe. q( ) -- 
Applying [1, Lemma 2.4], it can be shown that problem 
~'(t) ~'(t) 
- -  - g ( t ,  u ( t ) ,  u)  + f ( t ,  u,  u ( t ) ,  - -  
q (u ( t ) )  q(u(t)) 
u(t) = Bo (u(to) ,u)  + B l ( t ,u( t ) ,u) ,  
g(t, u(t), u)), a.e. in J, 
t C Jo, 
(3.18) 
has same solutions as problem (3.1), where the function ~: ]R --~ R is defined by qa(x) = fo dz q(z), 
x C 1~. Moreover, this function p has Property (~0). Thus, the results of Theorem 3.1 and Propo- 
sition 3.1 are valid for problem (3.18) if, instead of Condition (~0), we assume that (q0) holds. 
The function ~: R ~ R, defined by ~(x) = Ixlp-2x, x E R, satisfies Condition (~0), for each 
p > 1. Thus, the results of Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.1 hold for problem 
d (lu(t)F_2u(t)) = g(t, u(t), u) 
dt 
d (3.19) 
+ f ( t ,u ( t ) ,u , -~  (lu(t)lp-2u(t)) -g ( t ,u ( t ) ,u ) ) ,  a.e. in J, 
~(t) = Bo (u (to), u) + B,(t,  u(t), ~), t c &, 
if (~0) is replaced by the assumption: p > 1. 
When the functional dependence is omitted in problem (3.1), we obtain as a consequence of
Proposition 3.1 the following result. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Assume that ~ : R ~ R, g : J x R ~ R, f : J x R x R --* R, and B : IR x R --~ ]R 
satisfy the following hypotheses: 
(~aO) ~ is an increasing homeomorphism. 
(fga) f and g are Carathdodory functions, and there is such a function a E L~( J )  that 
f ( t ,  x, y) + a(t)y is increasing in x and y, for a.e. t E J. 
(fgb) for a.e. t E J and all x, y E R, [ f(t ,z,y)[  < p2(t)~P(l~(x)[) + A(t)ly[ and Ig(t,x)[ <_ 
pl(t)~P(]~(x)]), where Pl, P2, (p2 / (1 -  A)) E LI+(J), '~: R+ -* (0, oc ) i s  increasing and 
¢(x)  - oc .  
(Ba) x H B(x,  y) + 3x is increasing in x and y for some 3 _> 0. 
(Bb) [B(x, y)[ < c[x[ + d for ali x, y e N, where c E [0, 1) and d E N+. 
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Then the implicit initial value problem 
d~o(u(t)) = g(t,u(t)) + f (t,u(t), d~o(u(t)) -g(t,u(t))), a.e. in J=  [to,tel, (3.20) 
(to) = B (u (to), u (tl)) 
has extremal solutions, and they are increasing with respect o f and B. 
When the function f is dropped from problems (3.1), (3.18)-(3.20), we get results for initial 
value problems of explicit differential equations. 
The functional dependence can have many forms, some of which are presented in the following 
example. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. The function q: 1~ --* (0, oo), defined by 
q(Z) : ~ ~ (2-~ [kl/rrtZ]--kl/mz) ( ( 1 ) )  
m=l  k=l (---~m)-2 2 + s in 1 + [kl/rnzl -- ]¢l/rnz ' Z E ]~, 
where [x] denotes the greatest integer < x, has Property (q0). 
Choose J = [0, 1], r = 1, and ~ = C([-1,  1]), and let g: J x R x $" --* R and B0: R × 9 v --~ II~ 
be defined by (2.15) and (2.16). g satisfies Conditions (gO), (gl), and (g2), and B0 is bounded 
and has Property (B0). 
The function f :  J × ]R × ~ x R --~ I~, defined by 
(x )  
f ( t ,x ,u ,Y )=E arctan([n(u(1-t)+x+y-t)])  rE J, x, yER,  UE~,  n2 
n=l  
satisfies Conditions (f0) and (fl), and the function B1 : J0 × R x ~- --* R, defined by 
Bi(t ,x,u)= E + sin(t ÷ x), 
Zr~- -  OO n~l  
where H is the Heaviside function, has Properties (B1) and (B01). Thus, problem (3.18) has for 
these functions q, g, f ,  Bo, and B1 extremal solutions. 
REMARKS 3.2. We have assumed above that (g2) and (fl) hold with the same ~b. If ~/) replaced 
by ~ in (fl), we must assume that fo  dx max{¢(x),¢(x)} = oc. This and all the other properties 
imposed on ~b:s in (g2) and (fl) hold when ~b:s are any of the functions: Co(x) = ax + b, x E ]~+, 
a > O, b > O, and 
~bn(x) =(x+l ) ln (x+e) . - - lnn(x+expn(1) ) ,  x_>0, n=l ,2 , . . . .  (3.21) 
By Remark 2.2, we can replace ¢(l~(x)l) by ¢(]xl) in Conditions (g2), (fl), and (fgb) if ~ is 
Lipschitz-continuous. 
Problem 
d 
F(t,u(t),u,-~(u(t)) - g(t,u(t),u)) = 0, a.e. in J = [t0,tl], 
(3.22) 
B(t,u(t),u) = 0, t E Jo = [to - r, t0], 
where ~: l~ --. I~, g: J x Rx  9v--* R, F :  J x ]~ x )Vx R --* R, and B: Jo x ~ x 9v-~ R has the 
same solutions as the BVP (3.1), if the functions f :  J x R x ~" x R --* R, Bo: R x ~ --* R, and 
B1 : Jo x ~1 x ~- --* R are defined by Bo(t) =- O, 
f ( t ,x ,u ,y)=y-p( t ,x ,u ,y)F( t ,x ,u ,y) ,  t c J ,  x, yER,  uE.~, 
(3.23) 
Bl ( t , z ,u)=z-u( t ,x ,u)B( t ,x ,u) ,  tCJo, xeN,  uC~,  
for any functions#: JxNx5 vxN- -~ (0, oc) and u: J0 xRx~- - - ,  (0, oo). Hence, i f#  and 
can be chosen so that the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 hold when f and B1 are defined by (3.23), 
then problem (3.22) has extremal solutions. 
In the case when ~(x) - x, implicit initial or boundary value problems of first-order ordinary 
differential equations are studied, e.g., in [5-8]. In [9], the boundary condition is allowed to be 
functional and discontinuous. 
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